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coordinate axes are rotated
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Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

Answer in one word to a maiimum of two sentences

1. Find the new coordinates of the point (2, 4) if the
through an angle of a=30".

2. Find the parametric equations of the rectangular hyperbola x y =s2.

Find the average value of f(x)=4x3 over [1, 3].

4. Evaluate I sec'x 
dx.J 1+tanx

5. Suppose that a particle moves so that its velocity at time t is v(tlms zrt

along a coordinate line. Find its position furction s(t) , assuming that s = 4 at time
l=0.



6.

7.

8.

Answer any eight questions (1 1-22). Each question canles 2 marks,

'11. Describe the graph of the equation x2-y2 -4x+By-21=0.

'12. Find the_ equation of the hyperbola with vertices (0, t 8) and asymplotesy = * 4x13.

13. Write dor/n the condition for the general second degree equation
ax2 +2hxy+by2 +2gx+24l+c=O to represent a-pak of lines.

Sotve ^ll-y' ax +,[G ly--s.

Solve y"-7y'+12y .-0.

Find the particular integral of y',+9)z=cos2x.
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l4 5 6 | is singular or not.
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14 Find ttle 'displacement and distance travelled during the time interval
the velacity function is v(t)=f -21.

15. Find the area of the region enclosed by y = ,f and the line y = 21+ 3.

16. Evaluate 
J 1Gn i seco xax.

'17. Solve !L+t :rrnx =cosx.

18. Solve xlLt v=x3 vadx-

0<ts3 if

J - 28172
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solue {-L+zL-a,v =x'.dx' dx '
Define the eigen values and.eigen vectoEi associated with a square matrix.

When do we say that a matrix is in row reduced echelon form?

12ool
Find the eigen values of the matrix 
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SECTION - III

Answer any six questions (23-31).^Each question caries 4 marks.

23. Consider the equation x2 -3xy+y2 +1Ox-1Oy+21=0. tdentiry the

22.

24.

21.

zo.

27.

conic. Locate its
centre and sketch the conic.

24. ldentify and sketch the curve xy=1.

25. Change the.oder of integration and hence evaluate J' J-'
Find th€ entire length of the curve x2t3 +y2t3 - a2t3 .

Orthogonal trajectories of the family of co-axial circles x?+y2 +2).x+c=O
is the parameter

28.

29.

30.

Solve (o"+so+zly=e" sinx.

Solve the system of equations:

x1+2x2*x.=3
3xr-x"+2x"='l
2x1-.2x2+3\=2
X1-X2+,X"=''l

xy dy dx.

Solve Zxy Qyldx-y2 +x2 =0.

v/here ,

31. Find the row reduced echelon
1 2.-1 41
2 4 3 5l
-1 -2 6 -7)

of the matrix and hence

'J-2417
find its rank.
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, SECTION - IV

Answer any two questions (32-35). Each question carries 15 marks.

32. (a) Find the asymptotes ofthe cuNe x2y+xy2+xy+y,+3x=O.

(b) Find the equation of the curve 2x2 +xy+2y2 -1--O in x,y, coordinate system
obtained by rotating the xy-coordinate system through an angle of 45..

(a) Skbtch the.region encbsed by.the curves )z=f ansl y = x + 6 and find the
atea.

{b) Find area of the surface that is generated by revolving the portion of the
cuwe f = y from origin to the point where x = 2 about thi x-axis.

(a) During the ,irst 40s of a rocket flight, the rocket is propelled straight up so
that in t seconds it reaches a height of s = 0.3t3ft.

(i) How high does the rocket travbl in 40s?

(ii) What is the average velocity of the rocket during the first 40s

(b) Solve x"{I*x!L+y =q:gtrosx}

34.

4 J*2Afi
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I

35. Diagonalise the matrix I 0 3 -1
I

L0 -l 3


